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Dear Fnends, 

1 would like to start by apologizing for al1 the mistakes 1 may make during the course of 
the day whilst expressin myself in English. 1 hope you will be indulgent with me and that 
you wll, as far as possi % le, understand me. 1 can count on the support of my colleague, 
Chris Lawrence, who can give me hand if it is necessary. Thank you for being so 
understanding. 

Also, before starting, 1 would like to thank ROA for their kindness in inviting me to this 
internationally prestigious fomm and thus giving me the opportunity to te11 you about the 
situation in the insurance market in Spain, especially in the non-life sector. It is for me an 
honour to represent here, not only my Company, but also in some ways, the whole Spanish 
Market. 1 will try to te11 you my personal opinion with the utmost truthfulness and 
objectivity. 

1 would also like to congratulate ROA on the tirning of this Meeting, at a moment when 
insurance activity is undergoing a high leve1 of expansion in al1 countries and, especially, 
amongst others, in my country, target of continua1 attention of institutional investors, 
international insurers, reinsurers and brokers. A close look at this market must be, 
therefore, of use to all. 

1 am going to begin by performing a macroeconomic analysis of Spain for the last three 
years with a projection for the present year, comparing it with other countries of the E.C. 
and O.E.C.D. Afterwards 1 will analyse the legal and associated context of insurance 
activity in Spain, with a brief resume of the regulations in force and the prospective 
insurance legislation with general comrnentc with respect to this situation. From there, 1 will 
analyse Spanish insurance market economic information for the last three years by sectors, 
and compare this analysis with other countries in our economic environment. Usin 

strategies, main concerns and peculiarities of the sector. 
f this information, 1 will present a qualitative analysis of the insurance market, contemp ating 



As the non-life sector oould be considered a large melting pot, 1 have considered it wise 
to include s cid infonnation for each of the most characteristic branches, or groups of 
branches, w E" ose behaviour has been different and without an analysis of which we could 
be left with non-significant avera es. In this way 1 will analyse the branches of: Motor, 
Homeomers and Commercial hultirisk, Industrial Fire. General Liability, Marine 
Engineering and Heaith fundamentally. 1 will end with a review of the perspectives a n i  
challenges which wiil exist in the Europe of '93. 1 hope 1 don't disappoint you. 1 would 
also like to te11 you before startin m anal sis that a large part of the information has 
been taken from reports produced % A  y NES 6 A, ICEA, the Bank of Spain the Institute of 
Economic Studies and the National Institute of Statistin. 

MACROECONOMIC INFORMATION FOR SPAIN 

The world economy in 1989 exceeded forecasts made at the beginning of the year, 
unexpectedly lengthenin the present cycle of expansion, which has no precedents since the 
end of the war, without aving brought with it an acceleration in inflation to the high rates 
which many foresaw. 

! 
In this way, the Spanish economy has remained steady within the upward economic cycle 
started in 1985. There have been adequate results in investments, the evolution of 
employrnent, and the increase in the leve1 of activity, although both infiation and the 
current account deficit have increased. The growth of G.D.P reached 4.9% despite the 
monetary and fiscal measures which had a noteable effect in the second semester of 1989. 

: These measures, still in force, are intended, fundamentally to reduce demand, and due to 
this it does not seem likely that in 1990 the growth of G.D.P will exceed 4%. 1 have 
included a table of the com arative rates of growth of G.D.P of various countnes in our 
economic environment ( T ~ L E  1). 

In the growth of activity in the country, investment in fixed capital stands out, with a real 
growth of 13.6%. This is good news which implies growth directed towards an improvement 
in the Spanish production capability which needs to be equipped in competition with other 
countries so as to reduce one of its big economic problems, its large foreign deficit. 

Interna1 demand has grown for various reasons, but fundamental1 because of the growth 
of employment, the increase in disposable income and because o ? the events foreseen for 
Spain in 1992, one of the big forces today behind the economy, and which is responsible 
for the growth in construction activity which has exceeded, in real terms, 13% (TABLE 2). 

The main problem, as 1 have said before, is the current account deficit, which in 1989 was 
placed at 3% of G.D.P. To this should be added the reduction of the positive balance for 
the seMces account due to the decrease in income from tourism, together with a 
substantial increase in payments for the same concept, although this imbalance has been 
financed with ease thanks to the inflow of forei n capital, to a point where the reserves of 
foreign currency have reached an al1 time \igh. This receit of foreign currency is 
consolidating the investment process which is indispensable for the development of 
production within the country. In other words, we are financing,our investment with foreign 
savings, and the process is increasing our reserves of foreign currencies (more than 44,000 
million U.S. dollars at the end of the year). 



The evolution of employment has been positive, with the creation of around 500,000 'obs 
in the financial year, the rate of unemplo ent falling to 16.9%, still ve r" h 
comparison to other European countnes, a though it would be difficult to 'd efine hig the in 
importance of the black economy in the various countries. This increase has mainly been 
channeled through temporary work contracts, which today is the cause of friction between 
the unions and the governrnent, which, together with inflationary tensions due to salary 
settlements is leading to a new focus on the relationship between government, company and 
workers: productivity as the determining factor in the increase of salaries. 

The large growth in intemal demand has provoked a rebound in the rate of infiation . The 
retail price index reached 6.9% in 1989, a ainst 4.8% in the previous year, and was far 
above the official forecasts. You can see t e relatively large differences with respect to 
other European countries (TABLE 3). 

i 
Another of the big roblems of our economy is the public deficit, produced, to a great 
extent, by a large pu lic debt which again grew last year from 13.0 to 14.5 billion (million 
million) pesetas, although with respect to G.D.P. this fell from 32 to 31.4%. 

The non-financia] income of the State was higher than that forecasted by the Public 
Administration, due to a higher tax income and greater growth of the economy with respect 
to that expected. 

The tax burden has risen from 19.5 to 20.6%. With respect to the financial markets, an 
important aspect from the point of view of insurance company investment returns, this has 
shown very peculiar behaviour. The stock exchange has greatly increased its dealing volume 

o more than in the previous year), but with reduced revaluation, 8.1%. Uncertainty in 
!56v oreign markets and high growth in the rates of interest are prompting investors to move 

. to fixed rate of retum investment. These criteria are shared by foreign investors, and 
already in 1990 this behaviour has shown a downward trend even though in these last few 
weeks there has appeared a still nervous technicai reaction. 

FOreip" 
investment in the stock exchange rose to around, 2,000 million U.S. dollars, a 

notab e aspect of the financia1 year being the introduction in July of the stock exchange 
reform law, which aims for a more transparent, uniform and modern stock exchange. More 
important for the Spanish insurance companies, less given to stock exchange investment 
than to real estate and, above all. fixed rate of retum investments, is the high rate of 
interest in monetary investments. At the end of the year, the main investments had the 
rates indicated in TABLE 4. In 1990 these rates have grown even more, to the point where 
they produce an attractive range even for foreign investors (up to 15% in current accounts). 

THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND ASSOCIATIONS OF THE INSURANCE 
TOR 

Until the 80's the insurance sector in Spain was regulated by laws which dated from the 
tum of the century, which produced a grave discrepancy between the reality of the sector 
and the legal norms applied to it. From 1980 the Spanish legislator started a complete up- 
dating of the legislation a plicable to insurance activity and, even though Spain was still 
not a full member of the .C., this reform was carried out bearing in mind the cornmunity 
Directives. 

A' 



The legal regulation of the Spanish insurance sector is at the present time supervised 
by three fundamental legislative bodies: 

a) Regulation and discipline of the sector. 

b)Regulation of the production of private insurance. 

c) Insurance contract. 

We will begin by briefly analysing the legislation, from the oldest to the most recent. 

The first modemization undertaken in Spain, rhaps because it was the most urgent, r was the law replating the relations between t e parties in an insurance contract. The 
Law of 1980 did not come into force until six months after its publication, and was not 
a licable to al1 contracts of insurance, whatever their date of inception, until A ril 
1 R 3. In the formulation of this law the comrnunity regulations were very much ta E en 
into account and the law was a great improvement on the obsolete legislation which 
it replaced. The Spanish insurance contract law has its sights set on the task of 
protecting the rights of the insured, as they are taken to be the weakest part of the 
contract, and therefore most in need of judicial protection. Its principal defect, in our 
opinion, is the excessive formalism (not always followed in practice) which is 
demanded of the insurer. 

The second reform camed out by the S anish legislator was the replation of discipline 
and monitoring of insurance activity. #h e Law of 1984 conceming the regulation of 

rivate insurance has as its object the protection of the interests of the insured and the 
!e neficiaries of the contracts through modern, agile and efficient monitorin % Of Solvency, using new monitoring concepts and adopting a series of measures w ich 
rationalize the insurance market, airning to give it greater competitivity and 
transparency. 

The Law of 1984 was designed to achieve the following: 

To normalize the market givin al1 entities the possibility to participate in free 
competition with absolute eauaBty and without diwriminatory legal treatment. 

* To Dromote the concentration of companies and the restructuring of the sector in 
the-sense of giving way to groups of com anies which are more competitive on a 
national and intemational leve1 and have Y ower running costs. At this time, 6 years 
on from the formulation of the law, it can be said that it has failed in this aspect and 
that the Spanish insurance market continues to be excessively scattered. 

* To stren~then the national reinsurance market, through which business should be 
retainedon a national level as far as possible. We may also say from the perspective 
given to us by time that the success of this objective is doubtful. 

* To achieve ereater specialization within the entities, especially in the life branch, 
in accordance with international tendencies. 



On a secondary level, the monitoring of insurance companies performed by the 
administration 1s based on the following guidelines: 

Regulating the conditions of access and ractice in insurance activity, raising the 
financiai guarantees of the companies an 1-e solvenq principie in al1 its 
aspects, technical and financial. 

8 the s e a  preventing the bankmpt of companies creating the 
intervention mechanisms necessary for the adoption of corrective measures which 
do the least possible harm to the insured and employees of the companies. 

* To provide the maximum protection of the interests of the insured and the 
beneficiaries protected by the insurance. 

insurance distributors (agents, brokers ...) were made subject to the 
not until now officially recognized such as loss adjusters and marine 

regulated. 

This law was adapted to cornmunity Directives through le al regulations published in 
1986 in the way to ailow member states of the E.C. free 'f om to establish themselves 
in Spain, subject to the same conditions required of Spanish Companies. 

As to the regulation of the production of private insurance, the two fundamental 
norms are the law and the re lation, published in 1985 and 1988 respectively. The law 
was adapted to communi Krectives in 1986, with the aim of allowing people from 
other member countries o the European Community to practice this activity under the 
same conditions and requisites required of the Spanish. 

In addition to these norms, also should be mentioned those which exist for the Motor 
Insurance, with identical regulations to those in other E.C. Countries and only different 
maximum indemnity lirnits, in a phase of adaptation which should end in 1992. Worthy 
of note also is the regulation (1954) for extraordinary risks throu h the Consortium for 
Insurance Compensation, modified by various regulations in the ast years with respect 
to procedures, cover and premium tarifs. 

'i 
Recently compulsory travellers insurance has been liberalized, until now a State 
mono oly through the Consortium for Insurance Compensation. Private companies are 
alrea f y offering accident covers for the large public and private transport companies. 

(b) Imminent repulations 

The ma'ority of the regulations to which 1 have referred will be reformed in the near t future. n general, the reformed regulations provide for freedom of seMces in non- 
life insurance as stipulated by the corresponding Community Directive. 

The implantation on this directive makes the modification of the Law of 1984 
necessary, and this is the regulation most affected. Various types of modifications are 



neccessary in this law, for exam le, concerning the freedom of establishment in 
community countries other than t l! at where the mother compan is situated and the 
re lations applicable to the transfer of portfolios between estab ishments situated in F di erent countries. 

r 
The concept of so called "large risks" is introduce4 which are overned by the new 
regulation with less official control and more freedom to speci ic conditions agreed 
between the parties. 

't 
Administrative control, until now limited to insurers permanently established in 
Spanish temtory, is extended to those insuren which operate from third community 
countries, without establishment in Spain. 

Freedom of s e ~ c e s  and community coinsurance operations are also regulated. These 
operations were already the object of a norm which is now integrated into the law. 

The currency in which the obligations of the insurer are set is also regulated for 
policies written under the freedom of services principies. 

The modification of the Insurance Contract Law of 1980 is also required so as to take 
account of the freedom of choice of the country for the submission of the insurance 
policies. A new chapter is incorporated with the norms of Intemational iaws which 
are indispensable in the new legal framework. 

Also the Insurance Contract iaw will be altered as far as "large risks" are concerned, 
the new replation gives riority to private agreements between the parties against the P legal rigidity of the smal and simple risks. 

The new regulation will eliminate the monopoly of the consortium for insurance 
compensation in the insunng of extraordinary risks, allowing the free competition of 
the insurance companies in covering this type of nsk. The new legislation foresees 
that in the future the Government ma order the elimination of the Consortium, 
depending on the experience which is o g tained in the new situation. 

Al1 these new norrns have been considered and accepted by the consultative organs of 
the Spanish governrnent, which have given their approval and it is foreseen that they 
will come into force on July 1st 1990, although it would not be at al1 strange if there 
were a delay. 

(c) Association framework 

From the old National Insurance Syndicate, constituted in the revious political regime, 
Ep was created an Em~iovers' Association denominated UN SPA which now brines 

together the last mqorÍty of companies, mutuals and foreign entities, although wirh 
some notable exce tions UNESPA is integrated within the large Spanish employers' 
organization CEO E .  and also belongs to the European Insurance Committee. 

ICEA, Cooperative Research of Insurance Companies, was created in 1965, this brin 
together the most im ortant companies in the sector and efficiently and P researches market ana ysis, it also promotes better management of companies throug 
seminars, specialization meetin s and work groups from which arise very complete 8 '  . studies conceming the reality o the different areas of the market. With other foreign 



institutions also offer insurance company management and administration seminars and 
training courses. 

Other market institutions are the Institute of Spanish Actuaries, the Colleges of 
ents, Brokers' Associations, and also the Centre for Insurance Information which % e iciently works to bring insurance institutions closer to the general public. 

ECONOMIC INFORMA'DON ON THE INSURANCE MARKET 

In 1989, direct insurance premiums reached 1.5 million million pesetas (14.6 billion U.S. 
dollars), against 1.7 in 1988 (16.5 billion U.S. dollars). This decrease can be attributed 
exclusively to the fall in business in life single premiums, which went down from 0.6 to 0.2 
million million pesetas, fundamentally because of the circumstances surrounding this type 
of operation and the special fiscal concerns. 
Des ite this, the volume of periodic life premiums grew by 23.4% and non-life by 21.8% 
( T A L E  5). 

At the macroeconomic level, this volume of premiums represents 3.4% over G.D.P., 
somewhat less than the previous year (4.2%). and at a level ve much below that of the 
average of other countries in our economic enviromrnent (TABL % 6). In the same way, the 
per capita expenditure has gone from 43,861 pesetas (400 U.S. dollars) to 39,752 (370 U.S. 
dollars), but if we eliminate the infiuence of single premium policies, there is a substantial 
increase in both life and non-life business. Al1 in al], there is a future margin for us to 
reach the levels of other European countries. 

Concentratin on non-life insurance, it should be said that a high rate of growth is bein 
maintained ( 5 1.8%), although there has been a certain deceleration with respect to 198 
which was a real record (30.4%). 

? 
Real growth, after taking into account infiation, is certainly substantial, although with a 
certain tendency to slow down, 13% growth is estimated for 1990 (TABLE 7). 

B sectors, Motor insurance represents almost half of this sector, with a very strong rate 
o ! growth of premiums due to, on the one hand, the increase in the number of vehicles, a 
net increase of almost 1 million, and also a substantial increase in premiums caused by 
large technical losses due to the adaptation of guarantees to E.C. norms. In 1990 Motor 
insurance will again rise (although the rate of net increase of vehicles is slowing), due to 
the increases imposed by companies which in this way try to reduce the large technical 
deficit which exists in this branch. 

In the corresponding TABLES (8, 9, 10, 11 and 12) can be seen the share taken in this 
sector by the various branches, amongst which stands out the strong position of Homeow- 
ners insurance with 28.2% growth. 

Health insurance is another sector with a high rate of growth (20.4%) due, fundarnentally, 
to the increase in the technically insufficient premiums. 

Concerning the loss ratio, a dangerous increase can be obseked both in life and non-life 
business, caused by higher com etition in the market and the special circumstances which 
surround Motor insurance (T Ab LES 13 and 14). 



Homeowners insurance is losing its high margin and is approaching undenvriting break 
even due to the reduction in premiums and increases in guarantees and cover. 

Heaith insurance has brought with it an undenvriting loss which is producing serious 
consequences in the market, as will later be anaiyzed. 

On the whole, the majority of the branches, with the exceptions of Motor and Health 
basically, rnay still be considered profitable from an underwriting point of Mew. 

Conceming expenses, one of the serious problems of Spanish insurance, there is a slight 
dro in both general and acquisition rates, still insufficient for the approachin competition 
wit l the Euro ean iants, if general coefficients are applied and not t ose of their 

f ? i! 
operations in pain which normally suffer from the same structural defects as Spanish 
companies) (TABLES 15 and 16). 

The point undenvriting break-even has been slowly worsening, to the stage where it has 
reached a notable imbalance in non-life insurance, especially in Motor insurance (TABLE 
17). 

Nevertheless, this average should not be considered the only aspect in the non-life 
insurance situation, given that, as can be seen, in other sectors there is still a sufficient 
profit margin thanks to investment income. 

In general, it can be said that in non-life insurance, the market still offers a relatively 
positive panorama, although with a growing tendency to a reduced margin and with the 
clear possibility of loss if a serious policy for selective undenvriting is not established. 

- One of the determining factors conceming competitivity in Spain is the scattering and low 
concentration of the market. The number of companies, despite the efforts of the public 
administration to reduce the number and restructure or liquidate those that are insolvent, 
is greater than 400. A breakdown can be seen on the corresponding tables (18 and 19). 

B! i? oups, the presence of the foreign sector is, without a doubt, important, (around 20% 
o t e total market) as can be seen in TABLE 20, although in the general insurance sector 
(non-Life and non-Motor) its presence is even higher (around 25%). 

These undenvritings results are complemented by a not especially high investment income 
if we compare it with other countries where insurance activity has historically had better 
results. In TABLE 21 can he seen the ercentages of investment income for the last three P years, greatly influenced by the particu ar monetary circumstances at each moment. It may 
be estimated that the figure for 1989 will be higher than for the previous year and will be 
higher still in the present year due to the particular circumstances of the moneta 

greater reduction in premiums. 
ri( market which may alliviate the growing underwriting deficit and, in some cases, provo e a still 

One of the characteristics of the investment ortfolio of insurance companies is its 
conservatism, with the greater part being channe f' led towards f i e d  return investments and 
monetary instruments with a low presence in stock exchan es and without using mortgages. 

!E sector in the last decades (TABL 22). 
f There has also existed a great ea erness to invest in rea estate, due to the boom in this 

With respect to premiurns ceded to reinsurance, as is to be expected in non-life insurance, 
Spain occupies a relatively weak position in Europe as a whole (20% of premiums ceded). 



Details of retained prerniums and losses appear in the corresponding TABLES (23 and 24). 

ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC B R A N C U  

The great meltin pot of non-life branches requires independent analysis of each sector 
so as to reach re f iable - conclusions. 1 will indicate the most charactenstic aspects of the 
principal sectors of these branches: 

MOTOR 
* The pessimistic estimates which foretold lar e losses in the sector were surpassed in 

1989. Technical losses may have reached 1 f 9 thousand million pesetas, which, after 
deducting investment income, leaves a result (deficit) of over 115 thousand Million 
pesetas. 

* The forecasts for 1990 point towards a relative stabilization of the costs of the claims 
from personal injury and slight increases in the frequency rates. This, together with the 
large increases in remiums, allows us to expect a less pessimistic result, in any case 
more than 75,000 Ib illion ptas. after investment income. 

The most wonying thin is the generalized belief within the sector that many vehicle 
insurers do not have su a icient reserves for outstandin claims. This, together with an 

branch. 
evident lack of reserves for current risks, could provo e an explosive situation in the 

One cause of this deterioration is the inconceivable commercial policy, promoted 
generally by small and medium sized companies with a greed for premiums without 
worrying about results, of continualS lowering premiums. Sadly, these com anies will 
still take some time before they elimnate themselves, and. on the other ha$ there are 
others appearing with the same policy. 

* There have been large and unjustified increases in compensations awarded to victims by 
the courts, generously applying the new guarantee limits. This deterioration may continue 
until 1993 when these compensations may stabilize by reaching the guarantee ceiling set 
by the E.C. directive. 

* The frequency of claims has risen, in part influenced by the increase in the number of 
vehicles and the higher standard of living of the Spanish. On the other hand it is hoped 
that the new highways under construction will reduce this figure. 

* There has been a large increase in repair costs of vehicles, much higher than inflation, 
which has produced tension between some insurers and the Association of Garages. 



* inconceivably acquisition e nses remain at 15% of prerniurns, despite the fact that the 
two large insurers, MAP E and MUTUA MADRILENA reduce this average 
substantially. 

% 

HOMEOWNERS 

* There has been a small deceleration of growth in this sector which still has great 
potential. 

* Strong commercialization so as to obtain market share and new clients. 

* The loss ratio continues to be favourable although with a tendency towards increase as 
a consequence of peater claims awareness amongst the insured and the progressive 
reduction in rates imposed by growing competition amongst large insurers. 

* Distribution using banking networks has been started, but still with unspectacular results. 

* Progressively, home assistance cover is being introduced, the services of which are being 
provided b s ecialized companies or by the insurance companies themselves. An 
important ?"! le1 for future business and competition is being opened up here. 

COMMERCIAL 

* This sector includes various policies for simple and medium sized risks, showing as a 
whole acceptable growth, although the results are difficult to interpret (homeowners'as- 
sociations, workshops, offices, hotels, etc). 

* The loss ratio is high and the sector shows a notable technical loss. Owners' associations 
have an especially negative effect as a consequence of the cover of water damage and, 
progressively, for general liability. 

Despite this, some companies are mounting agressive campaigns and increasing cover. 

* In commercial premises there has been a certain stability in the market, (especially due 
to the decrease in burglaries) and many companies are again thinking about taking on 
this business or making changes in the selection of risks. 

* Products are also being produced specifically for small and medium sized businesses, 
restaurants, pharmacies, etc, and other establishments of a comrnercial nature and with 
a defined sphere of action. 



This sector is suffering from a large degree of stagnation in its growth as a consequence 
of the transfer of operations to multirisk and because of the gradual reduction in rates. 

The loss ratio for the cover of sim le damages, which was excellent in 1988 (37%) has 
deteriorated somewhat in 1989 alt 1 ough it IS still favourable (44%). 

In 1989 there were some large claims, such as that of CETERSA (tobacco), for 1,200 
miliion pesetas, SCOlT (paper), 1,000 miliion pesetas, LA SEDA (plastics). in the 
Alcalá warehouse, 2,500 million pesetas. 

The big fire claim of the year was that of the nuclear powerstation Vandellós 1, for 
11,000 million pesetas, althou h it has been accounted as nuclear insurance and, 
therefore, does not appear in t I! e information corresponding to this branch. 

* The medium and large risks are being aggressively absorbed b intemational brokers and i" bv new inde~endent aeencies formed bv S~anish ~rofessiona s. In general thev offer Al1 
~ i s k  cover &th very fÓw rates, very dde'cover ánd insufficient deductibles.' 

* Prevention and Risk Management s e ~ c i e s  are offered by some insurance companies 
and broking firms, although competition in the market is leading to a greater generosity 
in the acceptance of risks, which must lead to a progressive deterioration of this market. 

* Reinsurers, even though stubbom to accept Al1 Risk cover in obli atory treaties, are 
also acting with generosity in the acceptance of these risks in facu f tative reinsurance, 
although with a reduction in comission, 20-22.5%, which is causing a drastic reduction 
in intermediary comissions (7.5 - 15%). 

The new norms of the "Consortium" will o en the way to substantial changes in the 
cover of catastrophic risks. The cover of t g e consortium will be obligatory, but not 
exclusive, which will open an until now unknown market for brokers and reinsurers. 

GENERAL LIABILITY 

* Despite the optimistic perspectives for growth in this branch, in 1989 it only grew by 
13.5%, which indicates, amongst other factors, a tendency towards the reduction of 
premiums in general. 

The policies of professional colleges o€ architects and engineers are being transferred 
from one company to another, producing important changes in the ranking of this 
branch. 



Advance data indicates a loss ratio of 69% of net premiums, although it is estimated that 
the final data will increase this figure, independent of the reserves for unknown claims 
which are not always well evaluated. 

* The publishing of the new "stock companies Law" has created new areas of responsibility 
applicable to administrators, for which specific D & O cover is being prepared. 

There is also an intention to publish a law regulating quali and responsibility in 
building and construction which will impose new responsi 1 ilities for faults and 
construction defects and foresees the constitution of decennial com~ulsorv insurance for 
promotors and constructors of buildin s. Here is the possibility of ihe o ening up of an 
enormous field of commercial possibi f ities, though with undeniable ns  i!' s. 

S anish legislation re lating civil liability for defective products, in accordance with the P ZC. directive, has sti 1 not appeared, thereby failing lo rneet the established time limits. 

* The starting up of the National Plan for Toxic and Dangerous Wastes, and the failure 
of the insurance companies to respond in relation to the established obli atory insurance, 
may cause the ap earance, as in other countnes, of a pool specialize in the cover of 
environmental ris E . i 

MARINE 

This sector continues with a clear externa1 dependence on reinsurance and with a low 
leve1 of retention, with high presence of multinationals and brokers. 

* The good results of previous years has meant an increase in competition, leading to a 
worsening of the loss ratio (74%) with a decrease in premiums. 

* In hulls, the Spanish merchant fleet has continued to decrease, with the loss of 37 units 
and 10% of tonnage. The deep freezing fishin f. fleet . . is going through serious problerns 
due to the scarcity of fishing grounds and legal imtations, which implies additional risks 
for the insurers. 

* The practica1 disappearance of the CASMER Agreement has also produced a reduction 
in rates and deductibles, which has accelerated with the 1990 renewal. 

The cargo branch, which had maintained a good record of results, has suffered from 
strong competition in recent years with a reduction in rates which is reducing the results. 

* 'Through-put" operations have appeared on the market, though they are not widespread, 
whilst "nail to nail" operations are feeling the impact of the international market and 
rates are continually dropping. 



This sector grew by 14% in 1989, a figure much lower that of 1988 (25%). 

* The loss ratio was still favourable (45%), though this f i p r e  is not significant as data for 
assenger insurance together with individual and group insurance are ail included in this 

granch. 

The sales of individual insurance have increased, both directly and through direct 
marketing, competing in some ways with life assurance. 

* Covers with temporary annuity indemnities are gaining wide acceptance in the market. 

* Compulsory travelers' insurance, the premiums of which may exceed 1,600 million 
pesetas, has been liberalized in 1990. 

* The investment in infrastmcture (highways, railroads, etc), together with the constmction 
: work involved in the intemational events of 1992 (the world fair in Sevilla, the olym ic 

L' P E games in Barcelona and Madrid Euro ean cultural capital) and the otential mar et 
itself, promise sustained growth in t e next few years, also stimu ating European 
constmction multinationals to establish themselves in Spain. 

* Although the engineering sector carries relatively little weight amongst the branches as 
a whole, its potential for growth and profit continues to be of importance. 

* This sector is strongly concentrated (the 20 largest insurers take almost 80% of the 
premiums). 

* As in other sectors, the tendency for a fall in premiums continues. 

* The future Constmction Law for quality and responsibility has raised high expectations 
in the branches of Engineering and General Liability. 

The Electronic Equipment sector is developing stronely, although many operations are 
being channelled through classical branches or combined policies. 

* The frequent rains and floods at various times during 1989 have played the most 
important role in this branch, and have been the cause of the higher loss ratio in 1989. 



This is a sector with strong pnvate growth and high demand on behalf of the man in the 
street as it is the only aiternative to a deficient public health system. 

The technical results are negative, though official information shows a positive balance. 
There may be accounting defects or insufficient reserves, which has been clearly shown 
when external groups have entered into classical companies with apparent profits. 

' It is a strongly concentrated sector, in which the large Spanish insurance groups show 
some strategic uncertainty, without clearly opting for comercial options. 

There is some disorientation with respect to the most suitable ways of development (via 
reimbursement of expenses or direct medical assistance). In the second w e ,  large 
investments, and a degree of specialization in hospital management which is insufficient 
at the moment, will be required. 

* There is a lar e inflow of specialized exterior grou s which wish to stake their clairns, 
faced with a arge number of possible clients an the impassiveness of the Spanish 
groups. 

k B 

OTHER BRANCHES 

* Bonds and Surety continue to be a sector with tood growth and low loss ratio, which is 
causing the permanent entrance of new specialized companies in competition with the 
banks which control more than 70% of the volume of bonds. Growing state and private 
construction activity promises excellent perspectives for this branch in the next few years. 

* The insurance of domestic and foreign Credit is also developing well, with positive 
results, although at the b e g i ~ i n g  of 1990 a notable deterioration can be seen as a 
consequence of the deceleration of the national economy. The appearance of new 
companies is growing, which permit desirable competition as the market is strongly 
professionalized. 

OUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE SPANISH MARKET 

After the previous economic information and detailed analysis of the various branches 
which compromise the non-life sector, 1 am going to make some general comments about 
the present and future aspects, which, in my opinion, characterize the insurance market in 
Spain. 



First of al], it should be emphasized that insurance will be of growine ' in 
Spankh emnomic activity, as a result of its growth at  a rate much h i E t h e  
country's general average and its obvious potential in comparison w t h  European 
standards, as has already be said. 

* . . 
-t of its ~ u b l i c  and greater social acceptance, with a progressive 
institutionai connotation w h i z a k e s  it more attractive to professionais, institutional 
investors and to consumers. 

Strong dependence on , but that to ether they may lose market share 
because of the proges-entrance of oreign groups and becauw of the 
dynamic strength state of the independent groups. 

! 

Proeressive concentration for reasons which even include survival. The large losses in 
Motor insurance in the last few years, and those which may possibly be registered in 
1990 will oblige many companies to have a senous rethink with respect to their 
independence. 

* This w n n e  of the market will therefore have to disappear, a l thou~h the entrance of 
foreign groups will com ensate for the elimination, absorbtion or incorporation into e large groups, of the sma 1 regional companies or those of medium size. 

. * The owinn foreien presente, which has always been fully accepted by the Spanish 
consu%er, $11 become more and more acute because of the special characteristin of 
the market which will have to become just one more corner in a Europe without 
economic frontiers within a few years. 

* The most fundamental aspect must be the distribution networks which are basic to the 
commercialization of most of the products. Until now, these could be considered as 
nothing out of the ordinary and in most companies were underdeveloped. These are now 
being developed through heavy investment and human resources, prepanng for the big 
battle which must come in the next few years in the small towns and villages in a 
geography which is as extense and vaned as Spain is. 

* The new law regulating the roduction of insurance will facilitate access to the banking 
networks, now already a reaE . However, it would be absurd to think that commerciali- 
zation only depended on faci ?' ities and not on people. The increasing professionaliza- 
tion of agents must be a cornerstone of the future. 

* Intemational brokers and laree com~anies, are progressively drawing towards to Spain 
for the battle of the big industrial rísks. Alliances are multiplying at the same time as 
seMces are being aiversified through complementary risk prevention companies. 

One field which is still relatively underexploited by companies and institutions is that of 
seMces c o m ~ l e m e n t a ~  to insurance activity. Actuarial, organizational, management and 



computing consultancy companies will be possible fields of interest, whose seMces are 
already being offered by the large intemationai auditing firms. The presence and 
participation of consulting companies from other countnes is, however, missed. 

In retation to this, it can be said that the Spanish market's two main problems 
(management deficiencies and excessive costs) should give a boost to these consultancy 
s e ~ c e  companies. There are lar e gaps in and few real possibilities 
for assessment and software pac f ages which penmt more productive management. 

In life assurance, although this is not the primary object of this conference, 1 would like 
to say that the development of nsion funds has been slow, due to legislation which is 
unattractive for the big companies and even for rivate individuals. and due to the time 
needed for the consumer to get used to the pr 0B uct. The other life assurance products, 
especially those which include savings and retirement covers, will have to continue 
growing at a fast pace as has happened until this date. 

In general, life assurance is advancing, here as in other countries, towards complemen- 
tarv formulas and nlobal seMces bv both bankinn institutions and com~anies s~ecializine - b. 

in Iife and saving< 

Competition within the market is becoming more acute. This can be deduced from the 
previous comments. It is enough to say that in the first months of this year more than 
15 insurance groups have advertised on a regular basis at peak viewing times on the 
major T.V. channels. The insurance sector is becoming one of the big consumers of 
television advertising. 

* The progressive development of seMces related to prevention and safety, both technical, 
and assistance onentated, this may increase client loyalty. The home assistance plans are 
doine very well in this country and this will require foreign competitors to produce 
imaginative formulas which they quite possibly don't have in their own countries of 
origin. This field is also favourable towards the development of s e ~ c e  companies, in 
this case asistance companies. 

* Freedom of SeMces must, fundamentally, affect the insurance of industrial risks, the 
level of com etition of which will rise substantially in the next few years. It is to be 
understood t E at this sector is already very influenced by the presence of large brokers 
and the participations, often not out of choice, of the big international insurers. 

One important challenge will be the internationalization of the bie Suanish g r o g .  This 
internationalization may be achieved directly or through alliancesin-Europe or in other 
countries with a weaker economy than Spain. Whatever the case, of need is greater size, 
and above al1 a hi h level of quality in the management or the specialization in a 
determined sector. f t does not seem that this process of internationalization will be very 
common in the future, but without doubt it will form part of a strategic offence of some 
groups. 

Another of the great challenges is the health sector. The many problems of the public 
health system have forced the consumer to look with hope towards the possibilities of 



private health insurance. 1 believe that this is an important sector for many other 
countries, but would give as an example the tensions ocumn in markets with a large 
deeree of freedom such as the U.S. Here there would E ave to be ereat future 
de;elo ment with &I im rovement in mana ement levels and a greatir range of f g ? possibi ities of cover, com ining seMce with inancial covers. 

the field of reinsurance does not excite S anish insurance groups very much. 
uropean insurance institutions have not f" avoured the excessive development 
in the Spanish market where the attempts have been of little importante 

and, other than the odd exception, had little success. 

Spanish companies still have some way to go in the financial. The clear differences 
in investment returns achieved by foreign roups with respect to S anish groups indicate 
differences in strategy. The development o f mortgages, the diversi ? ication of investments, 
including intemational stock exchanges, futures markets and much more complex 
formulas will probably mean a new stage for Spanish insurance. 

Finaliy, 1 would like to express my opinion with respect to the so called 92 Syndrome. 
According to some observers, the prospects for the Spanish market are highly negative as 
it will have to face a high leve1 of competition from more powerful groups, which, in some 
cases, have more lenient national legislation (in tax matters, for example). 1, on the other 

: hand, have a slightly different view of things. 
First of al], 1992 is already here, in other words the large groups of companies are already 
here in Spain, (some have already been here for many years) and the continua1 advance 
of new investments serves, in many cases, to save companies or businesses which are not 
very well managed, in this way saving jobs and companies which othenvise might disappear. 

As far as large industrial risks go, it would be fanciful to think of a national market when 
brokers, the multinationals themselves and the international reinsurers have always 
managed and controlled this sector independently of local markets. 

For simple risks, the advantanges enjoyed b Spanish companies have been, and are, clear, 
thanks to their geographic distribution andYtheir neworks of agents and local delegater 
The foreign groups which are now setting up in Spain will need time and many resources. 

There are also offensive strategies, involving movement to other countries and alliance with 
other European groups and, above all, specialization and an improvement in the quality 
of management and senices, in other words the same weapons used in business at an 
international level. 1 sincerely helieve that some Spanish groups are perfectly ready for this 
strategy. 

In summary, S ain, in the same way as any other E.C. count , will be a field of 8 X competition wit the same niles, and just as tough as any other. In t is battle there is only 
one objective: the best seMce at the best price for the consumer. 1, as a Spaniard, as a 
European and as a consumer can only be happy about this. And, 1 hope you are too. 

FM/mfv. May 29th 1990 
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CROSS PREMIUMS AND GROWTH RATES - 
(thousands of millions ptas.) 

SOURCE: AVANCE ESTADISTICA SEGUROS PRIVADOS 1989. UNESPA 
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PREMWMS RATIOS - 1988 

(EEC = 100) 

SOURCE: INFORME ANUAL BANCO ESPAÑA 1988 

r . y u F ' I F E  PER CAPITA PER C A P I T A  

BELGIUM 85 - 
DENMARK 110 13 3 - - 
FRANCE 

F . R .  GERMANY 

GREECE 5  5  - 
IRELAND - 
ITALY 

NETHERLANDS 

PORTUGAL 

6 4 

105 

103 

53 

6 1 

42 

135 

22 

164 

47  

100 

U .  KINGWM - 
S P A I N  
P 

EEC 

7 5  

100 



TABLE 7 

E ANNUAL GROWTH RATE (Y&) 

( * )  ESTIMATED RATES 



P 

(thousands of millions ptas.) 

1 USA $ = 103 PTAS. 

OVERALL BUSINESS 

(') YlTHWT SINGLE PREWlUllS 



TABLE 9 

OVERALL BUSINESS 

(1) U l T H W T  SINGLE PREMIWIS 

( 2 )  u l T n  SINGLE PREWIUMS 



( * )  WITHOUT SINGLE PREMIUMS 



ET SHARE - 1987 

SOURCE: SIGMA / SWISS RE 

2 9  

3 9 

4 2  

- 
BELGIUM 

DENMARK 

FRANCE 
-- 

F .  R .  GERMANY 

GREECE 67 

7 1  

61 

58 

-- 
IRELAND 3 8  - 
ITALY 

6 2  

2 2  

LUXEMBOURG 7 5  2 5 - - 
NETHERLANDS 44  

PORTUGAL 8 7  1 3  

U .  KINGDOM 6 3 

3 8  



TABLE 12 

CROWTH TRENDS OF DIFFERENT BRi-iNCHES 

(on average) 

MOTOR ........................ 
................... HOMEOWNERS 

COMMERCIAL ................... 
................... INDUSTRIAL 

GEN. LIABILITY ............... 
MARINE ....................... 
PERSONAL ACC. ................ 

.................. ENGINEERING 

HEALTH ....................... 
OTHER BRANCHES ............... 

UP 

UP 

- - 

DOh'N 

- - 

DOWN 

DOWN 

- - 

UP 

- - 



TABLE 13 

SPANISH MARKET U)SS RATIO 

(Losses + Reserves in % of Premiums) 

SOURCE: AVANCE ESTADISTICA SEGUROS PRIVADOS 1989. UNESPA 





ON EXPENSm 

(% of premiums) 

G. 18.6 
NON - LIFE A. 15.4 

3 4 .  O 



NON-LIFE UNDERWRITING RESULTS 

(% of premiums) 

ITEMS 

GENERAL EXPENSES 

ACQUISITION EXPENSES 

LOSSES 

TOTAL 



NON-LIFE UNDERWRITING RESULTS - 1989 

(% of premiums) 

WERALL BUSINESS 



BELGIUM .......................... 
DENMARK .......................... 
FRANCE ........................... 

..................... F . R .  GERMANY 

GREECE ........................... 
IRELAND .......................... 
ITALY ............................ 

....................... LUXEMBOURG 

NETHERLANDS ...................... 
PORTUGAL ......................... 

....................... . U KINGDOM 

S P A I N  ............................ 

SOURCE: SIGMA / SWISS RE 



TABLE 19 

Xarket share 
The 10 laraest insurerr k 

..................... SWITZERLAND 76 

U . KINGWM ...................... 73 

FRANCE .......................... 48 

ITALY ........................... 48 

F.R. GERMANY .................... 37 

SPAIN ........................... 32 

SOURCE: SIGMA / SWISS RE 



TABLE 20 

(Thousands of millions ptas.) (1 USAS = 103 Pts.) 

SINGLE PREWl PERICO. PREW. 



20 LARGEsT INSUBBNCE GROUPS - 1989 

(Thousands of millions ptas.) (1 USAS = 103 Pts.) 

(*> Excludinn L i fe  Sinale  P r m i u  



- 
(% of premiums) 

F.R. GERMANY .................... 8.8% (1987) 

FRANCE .......................... 14.0% (1987) 



~ p i z i q ~  
COMPANIES COMPANIES 

BUILDINGS 

MORTGAGES 10% 



TABLE 2 3  

R E E  

MOTOR 92  - 
HOMEOWNERS+COMM. 

INDUST. FIRE 

GEN. LIABILITY 5 5 

MARINE 

PERS. ACCIDENTS 

HEALTH 100 - 
OTHER BRANCHES 

III- 

OVERALL BUSINESS 

-- 6 O 

45 

59 - 
5 O 



F . R .  GERMANY ........................ 76 

SPAIN ............................... 80 

FRANCE .............................. 86 

U . KINGDOM .......................... 86 

......................... NETHERLANDS 86 

ITALY ............................... 94 

SOURCE: SIGMA / SWISS RE 


